2. GRADUAL PETRIFACTION
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reason or warning, it breaks itself
free from the peak, pours to the valley with
force below that nothing of wood or
stone can hinder.
Then I can tell you why
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3. A MONUMENT
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The flood subsides. The flood subsides.

And leaves 'til
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spring an icy monument to destruction.
And leaves till spring.

4. YOU BROUGHT A GIRL
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You that so long a time have wandered from me. Most curious beast whose shape we never see.

Love, most de-
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staying and beloved visitor. You that so long a time from me have wandered.
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Love, you are come again.
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Love, you are come again. You have returned to
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you brought a girl whose mouth was full of cin-ders, cin-ders,

cin-ders.

You brought a girl whose head time ate a rit. - way._

rit. a piacere
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again warmly, tempo II

And now you bring a girl whose brightness floods my blood. You drive me

old and slow and cold eager, yet afraid. You drive me old and slow and

cold into this light.
Love, do you do this for your pleasure? Are you a beast of play?
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